is paper presents a systematical numerical investigation into the lining performance of a tunnel with cavities around surrounding rocks, focusing on the influences of cavity size and multicavity distribution. e study demonstrates that the cavities around surrounding rocks have much influence on tunnel stability and may induce damages in tunnel structures, in which cavity width has a more severe effect on the stress state of tunnel structures than cavity depth. Moreover, the numerical investigation also illustrates that the nonadjacent distribution of multicavities has more serious influence on tunnel structures than that from adjacent distribution of multicavities as well as that from a single cavity.
Introduction
Tunnels have been increasingly used in transportation infrastructure, since they have obvious advantages of saving surface space as well as traversing mountains and rivers [1, 2] . Damage often appears in tunnel structures, which may affect the stability of the tunnel [3, 4] . However, the cause of tunnel damage is not easily identified due to various complex influencing factors [5, 6] . In view of previous studies, tunnel structures are mainly suffered from harsh geological or topographical environments around the tunnel site [7] [8] [9] , insufficient bearing capacity [10] , unexpected external load [11, 12] , and degraded material properties [13, 14] . Especially, the studies performed by authors have demonstrated that the construction deficiency of cavities around surrounding rocks can also induce landslides during tunneling as well as damages in tunnel lining [15, 16] , which are resulted from tunneling without timely backfilling. erefore, further study related to tunnel-damaging behavior is required, which is expected to support the guidance for reasonably strengthening the damaged tunnel structures.
In this paper, the performance of a tunnel lining with cavities around surrounding rocks is systematically investigated by numerical analysis. e study focuses on the influence of varied cavity sizes as well as multicavity distribution. Figure 1 demonstrates the numerical model and mesh size, selected from the typical transverse section of a railway tunnel with 10.5 m height and 8.9 m width [15] , in which cavities around surrounding rocks are considered. e numerical analysis is performed using Abaqus software [17] . Moreover, the following calculation range and boundary conditions are adopted in the numerical model, since the accuracy of numerical results can be ensured with the calculation range larger than five times the size of the tunnel. e longitudinal calculation range is 120 m, the vertical calculation ranges of both lateral sides are 80 m including 30 m buried depth, and a fine mesh is adopted around the tunnel within the 30 m × 30 m area as shown in Figure 1 e different cases with cavities around surrounding rocks are divided into three groups, in which groups 1 and 2, respectively, focus on the influence of varied cavity width and depth and group 3 takes account of the influence of multicavity distribution.
Program for Numerical Investigation

Numerical Schemes.
In groups 1 and 2 as listed in Table 1 , a single cavity is prepared around the arch vault of the tunnel lining in all the cases, in which cavity widths of all the cases in group 1 are gradually increased with the same 0.5 m depth, and cavity depths of all the cases in group 2 are gradually increased with the same 2.0 m width.
In group 3 as shown in Figure 2 , a single cavity is prepared behind the arch vault of the tunnel lining in case 3-1, two cavities are, respectively, prepared behind the arch vault and the spandrel of the tunnel lining in case 3-2, and two cavities are symmetrically distributed behind both spandrels of the tunnel lining in case 3-3, in which all the cavities have 2.0 m width and 0.5 m depth.
Besides, the sectional sizes of the concrete lining are shown in Figure 3 , in which the arch vault and arch foot have 50 cm and 72 cm thicknesses, respectively, and that of the side wall is 111 cm.
Material Property.
e surrounding rocks are considered as ideal elastic-plastic materials meeting the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion [15] , and the elastic-plastic constitutive model is adopted for lining concrete. e surrounding rocks and concrete lining are, respectively, simulated using solid and beam elements, and their physical properties are listed in Table 2 . Group
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Advances in Civil Engineering cases are similar in group 2, whereas those in case 1-5 are significantly varied from those of other cases in group 1. is behavior illustrates that cavities around surrounding rocks have much influence on tunnel stability, in which cavity width has a more severe effect on the stress state of the tunnel structure than cavity depth. Table 3 shows the calculated lining section stress of the cases in groups 1 and 2, in which compressive stress is ruled as positive. It is obviously seen that the stresses of most lining sections are subject to compressive stresses, which are smaller than the compressive strength of lining concrete as listed in Table 2 . However, the stresses of several lining sections around cavity are subject to tensile stresses at outer surfaces, larger than the tensile strength of lining concrete as listed in Table 2 . is behavior also illustrates the tunnel structure can be damaged with the increasing cavity size, in which the cavity width has a more severe effect on the stress state of tunnel structures than that influenced by cavity depth.
Internal Forces of Tunnel Lining Influenced by Multicavity
Distribution. Figure 6 shows the distribution of numerical axial forces and bending moments along the concrete lining in group 3. It is obviously seen that the concrete linings of the cases are also subject to compressive axial forces with similar distribution, whereas the bending moments are different from one another with continuously varied negative and positive values along the concrete lining in all the cases. Moreover, the maximum moment of the lining section in case 3-3 is much larger than those in other cases, and the lining section with maximum moment in case 3-3 is also varied from those in other cases. Table 4 shows the calculated lining section stress of the cases in group 3, in which compressive stress is ruled as positive. Similar with those in groups 1 and 2, most lining sections are subject to compressive stresses and smaller than the compressive strength of lining concrete. However, several surface stresses of lining sections around cavities are subject to tensile stresses, in which those in case 3-3 with nonadjacent distribution of multicavities are greater than those in case 3-2 with adjacent distribution of multicavities. Especially, the lining section stress of cases 3-2 and 3-3 with multicavities is significantly larger than that in case 3-1 with single cavity as well as the tensile strength of lining concrete listed in Table 2 . is behavior illustrates that the multicavities around surrounding rocks have more serious influence on the stress state of the tunnel structure than that influenced by a single cavity around surrounding rocks. Moreover, nonadjacent distribution of multicavities has greater effect on tunnel stability than adjacent distribution of multicavities.
Conclusions
In this paper, the systematical numerical investigation into damages in tunnel structures induced by cavities around surrounding rocks is carried out, and the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) Cavities around surrounding rocks have much influence on tunnel stability, in which tunnel structures can be damaged with the increasing cavity size. Especially, cavity width has a more severe effect on the stress state of tunnel structures than cavity depth. (2) e multicavities around surrounding rocks have a more severe effect on the stress state of tunnel structures than a single cavity around surrounding rocks. Moreover, nonadjacent distribution of multicavities has greater influence on tunnel stability than adjacent distribution of multicavities.
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